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Social science contributes to the positive changes in the world. Here are the ways on how social science affects the society for the better:

**Strengthening democracy.** The ideas conveyed by social science on governing a nation or territory make the people realize that democracy is one form of government that promotes freedom in speech and action. Though liberty that flourished in democracy, the responsible use of freewill is emphasized protecting the rights of every individual in various aspects of life.

**Helping in policy-making.** Since laws are parts of the study in social science particularly its legislation, the students and all citizens are assisted in policy-making. Whether in small organization or in the office of our law-making body, the influences of social science lessons are evident. Thus, social science helps the policy makers in forming better laws.

**Promoting community development.** Since one of the targets of social science is the betterment of the society, it shares the views of developing the community and suggests ways to improve the standard of living by starting in the community development campaigns.

**Establishing international relationships.** Social science features different nations and various races. By means of this, we are able to have a sufficient knowledge on those countries and their respective people. We learn to appreciate and tolerate their differences thus achieving international understanding and relationships as we communicate and make friends with them.

**Leading to progress.** Social science leads us to progress for it updates us in on current events and on economic data needed in attaining economic development and eventual progress. Social science helps us to move forward going to productivity.

**Deepening equality.** As we understand cultural we learn to realize the urgency of equality among people and among races. Our recognition of equality is deepened and it leads to better treatment of other people.

**Establishing political stability.** By means of social science our leaders are becoming more matured. They learn the lessons of the past and anticipate the necessary actions that they should apply in the future. Further, they are directed to the next political move that promotes the benefits of the people.
Changing the society and even the whole world may be made possible by means of the ideas, lessons, notions, principles and events in social science for they serve as the bases of people in attaining better conditions.

Social science may produce a lot of benefits in creating positive results for the society and its people.
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